This manuscript described a dynamic simulation of uranyl nitrate crystallization in a linear crystallizer. Furthermore, a mathematical model of the crystallizer supply system was developed with a related control algorithm; the model contained two piston feeders. The results showed the crystallization process's sensitivity to the solution level in the crystallizer. An expression for calculating the performance of the crystallizer was proposed. That expression allowed us to understand that the accuracy of the liquid phase level (to avoid the crystallizer's performance decreasing by more than 5%) should be in the range of AE4% of the crystallization section height. For this, we developed a control algorithm for the supply system to support operability. This algorithm allowed us to maintain a specified level of mother solution in the crystallization area and provided an asynchronous operation mode for the piston batchers. Furthermore, this paper described how the developed mathematical model and the proposed control system, i.e., the envisaged recommendations, can be used to optimize the process during the design and adjustment of equipment.
Introduction
Nowadays, nuclear energy is regaining attention thanks to greatly increasing energy demands across the world [1] . However, one of the key issues in making nuclear energy sources appealing is the disposal of the spent nuclear fuel (SNF). The aim of this manuscript is to present the work performed by the Russian State Atomic Energy Corporation "Rosatom" within the "Proryv" project, whose goal is to achieve the necessary product purity to allow for a cleaner and safer reuse of the SNF in a nuclear fuel cycle. More specifically, the manuscript presents the process design and associated process control, both approached from a mathematical modeling standpoint.
Traditionally, the strategy to reduce nuclear waste involves processing the SNF to extract reusable products; this is seen in the wellestablished Plutonium Uranium Reduction EXtraction (PUREX) process, which dates back to the 1950s. The idea behind this process is to extract a selection of target products from the SNF solution by means of specific organic solvents. Despite the idea being undoubtedly good, the PUREX process presents three main drawbacks: (a) it generates a significant amount of plutonium oxide waste; (b) the process requires both large equipment (i.e., tanks of a significant size) and the use of a significant quantity of reagents; and (c) the solution coming from the process might be degraded by hydrolysis and radiolysis.
An alternative to the solvent-based PUREX process is crystallization affinage, which has been adopted by different industries to obtain the required purity of a target product from a multicomponent solution [2] . The peculiarity of this technology is that the crystallization is considered as an additional step on top of the traditional extraction process. German scientists attempted to use crystallization affinage in addition to the PUREX process with the ultimate goal of purifying uranium after its separation from plutonium [3, 4] . Similar attempts were made in Japan [5] . The results of these studies showed that the separation efficiency during crystallization is not as high as those in solvent-based extraction, and that the recovery of uranium is more difficult.
Despite these weaknesses, the crystallization process might have several advantages for the PUREX process, and thus the idea to use crystallization within the PUREX process was pursued within the "Proryv" project. From a process standpoint, the first and most evident benefit relates to safety since, unlike the extraction process, crystallization does not require the use of combustible organic solvents, thus making the process inherently safer (a parameter that might become industrially and politically crucial considering the increasing societal aversion toward risky technologies). Moreover, given that crystallization can allow us to avoid some downstream processes related to solvent treatment, coupling it with the PUREX process might not just make the PUREX process safer but also greener. Furthermore, thanks to this new approach, the overall process can be simplified and the volume of radioactive liquid material required can be remarkably reduced, thus leading to a decrease in both investment costs (associated with reductions in installation size and construction time) and operations costs.
Despite the great potential (in terms of sustainability) that the crystallization technique might bring to the PUREX process, it is evident from the scientific literature that there are still some key aspects that require further investigation and development in order for this novel (technological) approach for SNF reprocessing to be consolidated and made industrially viable. For instance, in Japan there are two streams of research, namely, the New EXtraction system for True recovery (NEXT) process, and the uranium and plutonium mutual crystallization process.
The NEXT process is based on the PUREX concept, yet was developed for fast neutron reactors [6] . With this method, 70% of uranium is recovered by crystallization, thus reducing the inlet mass flow rate with respect to the extraction process (i.e., PUREX). Conversely, the uranium and plutonium mutual crystallization process is based on experimental data that indicate that the hexavalent plutonium crystallizes with uranyl nitrate in the presence of nitric acid [7, 8] . These latter experimental studies allowed us to develop a method of pure uranium and plutonium extraction (by crystallization) with a higher uranium concentration than that in the PUREX process.
Unfortunately, the crystallization process is difficult to achieve and manage because it requires both strict compliance with all safety standards and the use of a highly sophisticated technology. For these reasons, further investigations are necessary in this field to reduce both the need for complex technologies and the safety implications associated with the process (such as for hexahydrate crystals growing of uranyl nitrate and crystallization processes). Unfortunately, the high radioactivity of the SNF strongly limits the possibility of direct experimentation on its processing. Actually, in order to perform this type of experiment it is necessary to prevent people, as well as equipment, from contacting the radioactive material processed by the experimental equipment; it is also necessary to design and install a protective system, made up of both hardware and software control, to (remotely) control the experimental process during operations. Should the process deviate from its nominal, expected conditions, the protective system must automatically shut it down before it reaches undesired critical or emergency conditions. To that end, and in order for the control software to function properly (i.e., to allow for operators to control the process during operations and automatically shut it down when approaching risky operation) it is necessary to develop a suitable model of the crystallization process that allows us to build different simulations in different operating conditions, with the ultimate goal of estimating the final product quality and the associated productivity.
In order to reach that goal, one of the most important aspects is to couple the consolidated theoretical foundations with modern approaches. Among many, the main and most critical feature is the simulation of the phase equilibrium in the solution [9, 10] . However, given that measuring the thermodynamic properties of this process is extremely difficult, especially in extreme conditions (e.g., high pressure or low temperature), the only way forward is to appeal to mathematical modeling. In this respect, phase equilibrium curves could provide extremely useful information on both the characteristics of the components and the overall system. Moreover, to correctly forecast the transition phases of the process and enable the modeling of these phenomena, it is necessary to reliably determine the equilibrium phase. To that end, by taking advantage of the work performed by Veselov [11] , we used an ordinary differential equations system. Moreover, cellular automata were used to model the crystal growth in a linear crystallizer [12, 13] . Given that the goal of the work was to perform virtual experiments, i.e., simulating the behavior of the PUREX process combined with crystallization, we first needed to consider the influence of the linear crystallizer on the processes. To that end, we created a mathematical model of a linear crystallizer and a piston batcher. This model was coupled with a control algorithm of the supply system to support operations, i.e., help researchers operate the experimental equipment, and (automatically) manage potential process upsets, thus preventing emergency conditions by timely automatic shutdowns. More specifically, the aim of the work was to define the sensitivity of the crystallization with respect to the level of the mother solution in the crystallization area and the batching accuracy. The resulting model seems to be sufficiently good in predicting the crystallization behavior. However, it is worth mentioning that there are still some problems with the control of the solution level in the crystallizer. This incorrect behavior seems to be ascribable to the construction complexity of the experimental equipment (i.e., the complexity of mounting the level meter devices in the crystallizer body); this generates measurement errors and leads to an additive noise in the data source (bringing to errors of the static nature). This is why efforts were devoted to better understanding the sensitivity of the crystallization process with respect to the level of the solution.
Theory
The structure of a linear crystallizer devoted to uranium purification is shown in Fig. 1 . A crystallizer is a vertical column-type equipment. It has two piston batchers positioned at the two sides of its top, a vertical column, and a cumulative double chamber unit at the bottom. In fact, the working volume of the crystallizer can be divided into three areas [11] , namely, the crystallization area, the washing area, and the cumulative area. The process is carried out by feeding the uranyl nitrate solution at 
40
C into the crystallization area through the batchers. As the solution drains into the column (by gravity), the working volume of the mother solution is cooled down and becomes supersaturated with the desired product. The crystal growth of the desired product occurs in the mother solution. As a consequence of differences in mass density, crystals move with the mother solution in one direction. The nitric acid (HNO 3 ) solution arrives at the crystallizer washing area and is displaced by the precipitating crystals. In order to purify the surface of the crystals (by partial dissolution) the initial temperature of the washing solution and the initial concentration of the desired product are selected. The solution movement scheme is shown in Fig. 2 .
Piston batchers are used to dose the solution into the crystallizer. A schematic of the batcher is shown in Fig. 3 . Its design consists of a cylinder (1), within which is positioned a piston (2) that is used to batch the solution into the crystallizer. The solution is extruded when the piston is lowered (a space is left between the piston and the cylinder's walls to favor this extrusion). The solution goes into the crystallizer from the batcher through the lateral pipe (3). The drain hole (4) at the bottom of the cylinder (1) is used to wash the batcher. The piston has two holes. One hole (5) is devoted to accommodating the sensor that measures the solution level in the batcher, while the other hole (6) is used to fill the batcher with the solution. The piston is moved by a stepper motor, which is controlled by pulse frequency modulation.
It is important to highlight that the phase transition plays a key role in both the formation of the final product properties and in the heat and mass transfer. Indeed, in order to better control the crystallization process of uranyl nitrate it is necessary to have a basic understanding of the process phenomena.
Model

Model of uranyl nitrate crystallization process
The developed model was based on a previous work by Ochoa Bique [14] , which contains equations related to heat and mass balances and the growth of the solid phase. This is a partial differential equations system that is simplified through the application of a cell-based model that, in turn, is grounded on two assumptions:
-the solution concentration of the components is the same in the whole cell; -the flow in the crystallizer is constant.
This approach allows us to reduce the description to the Cauchy form and to use the model as a control object in dynamic modeling systems, e.g., Simulink. The developed model is a cell-based model, and the linear crystallizer is divided into N interrelated, ideal mixing cells (shown in Fig. 4) . Each cell includes a mass balance and heat balance equation, one related to the crystal growth and another related to the volume flow changing in the crystallizer.
The differential equations system is solved by using different algorithms included in the BzzMath library [15, 16] . The overall system behavior is characterized by the set of equations reported below.
Ochoa Bique [14] presents expression (1), which allows us to calculate the growth rate of the crystal radius. In the course of this research, changes were made to Eq. (1). As a result, crystal growth could be evaluated as follows: The growth of crystals in the crystallizer occurs according to the integral law. The integral constituent was replaced by an exponential constituent with the help of an inertia link (first-order aperiodic) in the transition to the grid model of the linear crystallizer. The time constant of the inertia link (first-order aperiodic) is equal to the product 0.707⋅t kr .
The coefficient 0.707 takes into account that the time constant of the inertia link is the time interval for which the response to a single step influence reaches the level 0.707 by a linear relationship.
Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) characterize the solid and liquid phase speeds and the liquid mass density, respectively: 
The concentration of uranyl nitrate solution is calculated as a function of nitric acid concentration through the following equation [11] : 
The volume fraction of the solid phase is determined as
The heat balance for the crystallizer is described by the following subsystem of equations and represents the temperature change in internal and external heat exchange: 
Finally, the speed of the crystal phase in the washing area is determined by the following formulas: 
Model of the crystallizer supply system
The aim of the crystallizer supply system is to keep a constant level of the mother solution in the crystallizer for its smooth and efficient operation. The feeding of the mother solution is carried out by the two piston batchers described earlier (Fig. 3) . In order to develop a suitable model, we created an information model for the batchers was created (Fig. 6) .
The filling speed of the mother solution depends on the inlet volume flow into the batcher. The outlet solution flow depends on the lowering speed of the piston, which, in turn, is related to the period of the pulse frequency modulation. Therefore, the filling speed of the batcher and the pulse frequency modulation period are input variables of the model. The output variables are the volume of the nitric acid solution of U-Pu-Np in the batcher, and the volume flow of the solution at the outlet of the batcher.
For the purpose of our simulations, it is necessary to calculate, at every time step, the variation of the solution's volume in the batcher:
The volume flow of the solution depends on both the flow rate and the section area of pipe 6 (see Fig. 3 ), through which the batcher is filled. The volume flow and the section area of pipe 6 are determined by the following formulas: 
As mentioned earlier, the outlet volume flow depends on the piston speed. However, the piston is moved by a stepper motor, which is controlled by a pulse frequency modulation. The dependency between the modulation period and the volume flow of the solution is non-linear. The stepper motor makes one step after one pulse produced by frequency modulation. One step is equal to 0.01 mm of piston movement.
The number of steps taken by the stepper motor within 1 s is determined by equation (14), and, consequently, the volume flow of the outlet solution is evaluated with formula (15) .
The area of the piston base is calculated by expression (16) .
Moreover, the volume flow of the outlet solution was calculated at different values of pulse frequency modulation period. As shown in Fig. 7 , the results of these simulations are in very good agreement with the experimental data obtained the "Proryv" project.
The variation of component concentrations in the batcher are calculated using the following expression:
The operation of the batcher can be then described by the below equation system:
liq: À Q liq:
We solve the equation system (18) using the initial conditions:
In the following section we see how the control algorithm for the crystallizer supply system was created using the aforementioned model. Two batchers, working in an alternating way, were used for continuous filling of the crystallizer: one injected the mother solution into the crystallizer while the other was filled by the solution. The structural scheme of the proposed automatic control system of the crystallizer is shown in Fig. 8 .
The actuating mechanisms are the stepper motors, which are controlled by pulse frequency modulation. The solution level in the crystallizer is measured by level sensors. When the solution level is lower than the set point, the control system sends a signal to the stepper motor to fill the crystallizer. From a modeling standpoint, at the beginning, batchers are assigned with a tag number (i.e., 0 for one batcher and 1 for the other one), and the same batcher is used to feed the crystallizer. Then, there is a check to fill the batcher to the desired level, and the solution volume control for the batcher is carried out by level sensors. When the selected batcher contains enough solution, it starts to fill the crystallizer. When the batcher is empty, the other batcher begins to fill the crystallizer. In order to fill the batcher with the mother solution, the batcher's piston is raised to the top position. Then, the fully filled batcher waits until the second batcher is empty, and then the process starts over again. A conceptual block diagram of the described control algorithm is shown in Fig. 9 . This was the result of research on crystallization process sensitivity to solution level in a crystallizer based on numerical experiments. 
Experimental
This section presents simulation results of the crystallization process using the Simulink (commercial) application. The information structure of the crystallizer is shown in Fig. 10 , and Table 1 presents the related variables. The crystallization area was divided into 100 cells in order to improve the sensitivity of the model to the possible change in solution level in the crystallizer.
Results
Simulation results for the crystallization process are shown in Fig. 11 . These graphs show the crystallizer's performance and solution level in relative units. The product's mass flow at the crystallizer outlet is determined as follows:
It is worth noting from Fig. 11 that there is a delay time of about 0.565 h in the mass flow rate production. That is the time needed to fill the batchers at the beginning of the experiment. Diagrams representing the filling and emptying dynamic of the batchers during operation are shown in Fig. 12 . As can be noticed, the designed algorithm for process control performs correctly as it keeps the desired level of the mother solution in the crystallizer practically constant (i.e., around 1).
As mentioned earlier, accurately measuring the solution level in the crystallizer might be practically difficult due to the impossibility of precisely locating the sensor(s) in the crystallizer body. This is why there is a static measurement error besides the signal noise of the sensor itself. The static measurement error can be explained by the fact that the ultrasonic sensor measures the solution level by passing the signal through the crystallizer. As a result, the signal is distorted and the sensor measures might be incorrect or imprecise.
A series of virtual experiments were performed in order to study the crystallization process stability with static error and additive noise. A static error is defined as the difference between the measured value and the true value of the quantity. Additive noise (additive error) is an interference added to the signal to mimic the effect of many random processes that occur in nature. The simulations were performed by adding static and additive errors to the sensor signal, and the results are presented in Fig. 13 . As can be seen, the static error decreases the crystallizer's performance. Additive interference and static error cause fluctuation of the crystallizer's output variable. However, the additive interference could be easily removed by using a filter.
A series of virtual experiments were performed in order to study the crystallizer's performance related to the solution level in the crystallizer. Static error was added to the sensor signal. The level sensor gave a signal that overestimated the real level of the solution. Therefore, the mother solution level in the crystallizer was lower than the nominal one, which is equal to 1 relative units (rel. un.). For instance, a static error of 6.7%-93.3% of the nominal value on the solution level means that the level of the mother solution in the crystallizer is rated at 0.067-0.933 rel. un. The results of some experiments are shown in Fig. 14 and Table 2 . The increasing static error causes the decrease in the mother solution level in the crystallizer, and, in turn, the decrease in outlet mass flow rate of crystals. As a result, the performance of the crystallizer decreases Fig. 12 . Diagrams of batchers filling and emptying. ( Fig. 14) . However, the metal concentrations in the mother-washing solutions are not significantly reduced if the static error does not exceed the 86.7% of the solution level. This behavior can be explained by considering that the mother-washing solutions' flow rates are reduced with the decrease in crystallization area fullness. If the static error exceeds 86.7%, a significant part of the desired product comes out of the crystallizer with the mother-washing solutions (Fig. 14) . To better understand the effect of the level of the mother solution in the crystallizer section (i.e., the fullness) on the productivity of the crystallizer, the experimental data presented in Table 2 is charted to create Fig. 15 . As Fig. 15 shows, there is a non-linear relationship between the crystallizer's fullness and its performance. What influences the crystallizer's performance is both its height and fullness. More specifically, the following correlation was created to calculate the crystallizer's performance:
Through Eq. (21) we found that the crystallizer's performance did not reduce by more than 5% when the error in the solution level in the crystallization area did not exceed 4%.
According to the simulations performed, the change in solution level in the crystallization area leads to an insignificant change in mother--washing solutions' temperature at the crystallizer outlet. This behavior could be due to the fact that the maximum filling of the crystallization area leads to a maximum of the heat exchange area. However, the solution residence time is lower, and this can be ascribed to the increase in flow rate of the mother-washing solutions. At partial filling of the crystallization area, the heat exchange area is lower, and the outlet flow rates of the mother-washing solutions of the crystallizer arer reduced; this leads to an increase in residence time of the solution in the crystallizer.
Conclusion
The aim of the work presented in this manuscript was to create a mathematical model for a linear crystallizer and the associated piston batcher(s). In addition, a control algorithm for the supply system to support operability was developed. This algorithm allowed us to maintain a specified level of mother solution in the crystallization area and provides an asynchronous operation mode for the batchers. The developed mathematical model was used to perform simulations. As a result of the experiments, a non-linear relationship between the crystallizer fullness and its performance was identified. It was shown that a liquid phase level reduction to 86.7% does not lead to a significant ejection of target components. Furthermore, it was shown that a significant part of the target product comes out from the crystallizer with the mother and washing solution when the level in the crystallizer is less than 86.7%. Lastly, an expression for calculating the performance of the crystallizer was proposed. This expression allowed us to understand that the accuracy of the liquid phase level (to avoid the crystallizer's performance decreasing by more than 5%) should be in the range of AE4% of the crystallization section height.
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